We discuss laser cooling opportunities in atomic erbium, identifying five J → J + 1 transitions from the 4f 12 6s 2 3 H 6 ground state that are accessible to common visible and near-infrared continuous-wave tunable lasers. We present lifetime measurements for the 4f 11 , showing values of 20 ± 4 μs and 5.6 ± 1.4 μs, respectively. We also present a calculated value of 13 ± 7 s -1 for the transition rate from the ground state to the 4f 
, showing values of 20 ± 4 μs and 5.6 ± 1.4 μs, respectively. We also present a calculated value of 13 ± 7 s -1 for the transition rate from the ground state to the 4f state at 7697 cm -1 , based on scaled Hartree-Fock energy parameters. Laser cooling on these transitions in combination with a strong, fast (5.8 ns) laser cooling transition at 401 nm, suggest new opportunities for narrowband laser cooling of a large-magnetic moment atom, with possible applications in quantum information processing, high-precision atomic clocks, BoseEinstein condensation, and deterministic single-atom doping of materials.
Introduction
Over the past two decades, laser cooling of atoms has become an extremely widespread and diverse area of research. While by far the most work has been done with alkali atoms such as sodium, rubidium and cesium, there has also been an increasing interest in extending the techniques to other atoms. Fueled by the continuing introduction of new tunable laser sources and efficient wavelength doubling techniques, an ever-increasing selection of atoms has become available. These new atoms have opened new possibilities for uses of laser cooling techniques, impacting such diverse areas as trace atom detection [1] , ultra-precise frequency standards [2] , quantum information processing [3] , Bose-Einstein condensation [4] , and fabrication of nanostructures [5] .
As new atoms emerge as possible candidates for laser cooling, usually when a closed, or nearly-closed, laser-accessible optical transition is identified, it is useful to consider what special properties an atom may have that will enable new techniques or introduce new physics. For example, in nanostructure fabrication, the growth behavior and material properties of an atom are important [6] . In Bose-Einstein condensation, the ability to cool to very low temperatures, the presence of a positive scattering length, the availability of both bosonic and fermionic isotopes, and a strong dipole moment are of interest [7] . For quantum information processing, a qubit-compatible level structure and a strong ground-state magnetic moment may be of importance [8] . For ultra-precise frequency standards, extremely narrowband laser transitions provide interesting opportunities [9] .
In this paper, we discuss new opportunities for laser cooling erbium atoms. As a rareearth atom, Er has a complex energy level structure and as a result has not received much attention from the laser cooling community. Nevertheless, it has unique properties that open possibilities for a number of applications. In nanostructure fabrication, the recent development of a deterministic atom source using laser cooling techniques [10] suggests the possibility of controlled doping of optical materials with erbium at the atom-by-atom level, which could allow fabrication of a wide range of novel photonic devices. For Bose-Einstein condensation studies, Er offers very low laser cooling temperature limits as well as even and odd isotopes: 166 Er (34% abundance), 168 Er (27% abundance), 170 Er (15% abundance), and 167 Er (23% abundance, spin 7/2). For quantum information and ultra-precise frequency standard studies, Er offers a ground state with a very large magnetic moment (7μ B ) for magnetic trapping, and it also has several very narrowband transitions.
Laser cooling transitions
We have identified no less than five transitions in Er that are compatible with laser cooling, all of which originate from the ground state and are accessible to common single-frequency CW lasers. Through the measurements and calculations discussed below, we have found that among these five transitions, the lower-energy ones have very narrow natural linewidths. The possibility of laser cooling on such transitions is particularly exciting, given the recent interest in narrow-linewidth cooling on the Ca 657 nm line [11] [12] [13] , the Sr 689 nm line [14] [15] [16] [17] , and the Yb 556 nm line [18, 19] . In the context of these studies, Er offers the unique combination of a very large mass together with a long-wavelength cooling transition, resulting in a very low recoil limit. In addition, the large ground-state angular momentum of Er allows both polarization-gradient cooling on the even isotopes and strong ground-state magnetic trapping.
A partial diagram of the energy levels of Er is shown in Fig. 1 [21] exists which can be excited with a violet diode laser or a doubled Ti:sapphire laser operating at 401 nm. For the sake of brevity, these levels will be referred to by their laser wavelength for the remainder of this text.
Transition rates
In order to analyze the laser cooling behavior of an atom, one of the most important quantities to know is the transition rate Γ for the transition on which the atom is being laser cooled. This quantity, along with the associated lifetime 1/ τ = Γ and natural linewidth / 2 ν π Δ = Γ , determines a range of important quantities, such as the saturation intensity for the transition, the maximum force a laser can exert on an atom, the capture velocity for Doppler cooling, and the Doppler limit for minimum temperature [22] . Among the five possible laser cooling transitions we have identified in Er, only the 401 nm and the 583 nm transitions have rates that are available in the literature: Γ = 1.7 × 10 8 s -1 for the 401 nm transition, and Γ = 1.0 × 10 6 s -1 for the 583 nm transition [23] . Thus, a central purpose of the current study is to present rate information for the other three transitions. To accomplish this, we have carried out lifetime measurements for the upper levels of the 631 nm and 841 nm transitions, and have performed a calculation of the rate for 1299 nm transition. The results of these measurements and calculations will be discussed in sections 5-7 below.
Optical leaks
A second key property of a laser cooling transition is the opportunity for optical leaks via spontaneous decay to other metastable levels instead of to the ground state. Such decay, if sufficiently fast, can interfere with laser cooling because it permits atoms to escape the continued absorption and reemission of photons necessary for efficient cooling, and can lead to loss of atoms from a cooled population.
Optical leaks can be identified by examining any energy levels below the upper level of a cooling transition and considering the selection rules for spontaneous emission. Of primary importance is spontaneous emission that is electric-dipole (E1) allowed, and hence in our case would involve even-parity states with J = 6, 7, or 8. Of lesser importance, but worth checking, is the possibility of spontaneous emission via electric quadrupole (E2) or magnetic dipole (M1) transitions, which would involve odd parity levels with J = 5 through 9.
Of the five laser cooling transitions we have identified in Er, the lower three have, for all practical purposes, no optical leaks. Below the 1299 nm state there are only two even-parity metastable levels, but these have J values of 4 and 5, so electric dipole radiation is forbidden. Below the 841 nm state, there is one additional even-parity level, and below the 631 nm state, two more even parity levels become available. As with the 1299 nm state, however, transitions to these levels involve forbidden J values of 2, 3 or 4. In addition to these evenparity metastable levels, there are a few odd-parity levels that in principle could open leak channels. However, these either involve a forbidden value of J or are separated by so small an energy that an E2 or an M1 spontaneous transition rate would be vanishingly small. Based on these simple considerations, it is very unlikely that the lifetime for leaking out of any of these three laser cooling levels to a metastable state is shorter than seconds if not minutes or hours. Thus laser cooling transitions involving the ground state and these levels will be effectively closed.
The 583 nm level presents the first opportunity for leaks in which the 0, 1 J Δ = ± selection rule for electric dipole radiation is satisfied. However, transitions to the two newly accessible levels involve very small energy changes of 430 cm -1 and 630 cm -1 , and hence are expected to have very small transition rates. To support this expectation, we extracted transition rates from the calculation described in section 5 below, obtaining values of 0.017 s -1 and 0.0049 s -1 , respectively. While the accuracy of the calculation for such small transition rates cannot be guaranteed, the fact that such a negligible value is obtained is reassuring. On examining the 401 nm level, it appears that in this case there are a number of optical leakage paths with , allowing electric-dipole spontaneous emission. All these leakage transitions involve configuration changes that are not strongly coupled with dipole radiation, however, suggesting that the net leakage should be relatively small. To get some idea of its magnitude, we extracted transition rates from the calculation described in section 5 as we did for the 583 nm level. The calculation revealed several transition rates in the 10 3 s -1 range, resulting in a total loss rate of 1.6 × 10 4 s -1 . When compared to the extremely fast fluorescence decay rate of 1.7 × 10 8 s -1 to the ground state, this rate appears small enough to allow laser cooling to be implemented without incurring appreciable loss. However, for some applications it may prove necessary to take extra steps, such as avoiding high excited state populations or using repumping lasers, to get a large population of cooled atoms. We should also note that there may be dipole-allowed cascade pathways back to the ground state that ameliorate some of these leaks.
Experiments
Our experiments were carried out in a crossed-beam laser-induced fluorescence apparatus (see Fig. 2 ). A beam of Er atoms was produced in a vacuum chamber by placing a ≈100 mg piece of Er metal in a Ta evaporation boat heated by 39 to 45 A of current. Based on optical pyrometer measurements, and corroborated by signal size estimates, the temperature of the source was estimated to be about 1200 °K. The source was surrounded by a Ta heat shield with a 6 mm hole located ≈25 mm above the boat, which provided crude collimation. Laser light was generated either with a single-frequency, stabilized Ti:sapphire laser for the 841 nm line, or with a grating-stabilized diode laser for the 631 nm line. The laser beam passed through a 200 MHz acousto-optic modulator (AOM), which switched the light on and off with 
measured rise and fall times of 31 ± 2 ns (10% to 90%) [24] . Before entering the vacuum chamber, the beam was expanded with a cylindrical telescope to an elliptical shape with a nominally Gaussian profile. For the 841 nm measurements, the 1/e 2 full widths were 35 ± 1 mm along the atom beam propagation direction and 2.0 ± 0.5 mm transverse to the atom beam. For the 631 nm measurements, these values were 22 ± 1 mm and 1.2 ± 0.5 mm, respectively. In each case the beam was truncated by a 26 mm-diameter aperture just before entering the vacuum chamber, where it intersected the atom beam approximately 30 mm above the source. The laser powers were 80 ± 5 mW for the 841 nm line, and 0.8 ± 0.1 mW for the 631 nm line, resulting in peak intensities of 2900 W/m 2 and 72 W/m 2 , respectively. Fluorescence was collected by an f/1.2, 50 mm-focal-length camera lens positioned 140 ± 5 mm from the laser-atom beam intersection. After passing though an appropriate interference filter, the light was imaged with magnification 0.4x onto a 0.2 mm × 3 mm slit with long dimension oriented perpendicular to the atom beam direction. The imaging system was carefully aligned to avoid detection of stray scattered light, which at 841 nm had a strong component from the erbium evaporator despite the interference filter. Light passing through the slit was detected with a large-area (3 mm diameter) avalanche photodiode and the resulting signal was recorded with a lock-in amplifier and/or an oscilloscope. The electronic rise and fall times of the detection system were measured to be no greater than 1 μs. Fig. 3 shows typical laser-induced fluorescence spectra obtained by using the AOM to modulate the laser light at 2857 Hz (841 nm line) or 5000 Hz (631 nm line), and detecting the signal with the lock-in amplifier. The lock-in time constant was set to 10 ms, the output filter was set to 12 db per octave, and the signal was recorded in an oscilloscope while the laser Er, and the hyperfine structure of the odd isotope 167 Er. We note that the spectrum of the 841 nm line is in good agreement with previous measurements in the literature [25] . Lifetime measurements were carried out by chopping the laser light with the AOM [26] and recording the decay of the fluorescence signal from the largest (i.e., 166 Er) peak with the oscilloscope, averaging over typically 2048 cycles. While in some situations such a measurement can be straightforward, in our case interpretation was complicated by the fact that, with the long fluorescent lifetimes involved, excited atoms can fly out of the observation region before they decay. Clear evidence of this effect was found in both a visibly nonexponential decay in the fluorescence, and a marked variation in decay lifetimes for different locations along the atom beam, if an exponential decay was forced to fit the data.
In order to extract meaningful lifetimes from our measurements, we conducted a series of decay measurements at different locations along the atom beam and developed a model for the expected decay at each location based on averaging over velocity and angular distributions. Using measurements of the laser beam profile and intensity, we numerically integrated a two-level rate equation to derive the time evolution of the excited state fraction, given that an atom is exposed to a light intensity that is time dependent as a result of its traveling at a certain velocity on a certain trajectory through the spatially varying light field. A rate equation model was used instead of an optical Bloch equation model to reduce computation time, and was considered adequate because any coherence effects would be lost in the velocity and angle averaging. Detuning, as introduced by the Doppler shift for atoms traveling at a small angle relative to the laser beam, was found to play a significant role in this model, and was included via an ad hoc Lorentzian factor [27] .
The rate equation model allowed us to calculate the fluorescence signal at a given detector position as a function of time, with velocity and trajectory angle as parameters. Averaging over a Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution with most probable velocity 350 m s -1 (based on the estimated source temperature), and an angular distribution derived from the detector slit size and distance from the source, then allowed us to calculate a decay that mimicked the experimental observations at a given detector position.
Using the model, decay curves were calculated at each of the detector positions where measurements were conducted, and a least-squares fit was conducted with three free parameters: the lifetime, a normalization constant, and an offset for the detector position, which was necessary because it was difficult to determine the absolute detector position relative to the laser beam center. To conduct the fit, the total χ 2 for all of the detector positions combined was minimized for a single set of parameters, and the minimization was carried out by recalculating and reaveraging a complete set of trajectories every time a new set of parameters was sampled. Once an optimum fit was obtained, the uncertainty in the lifetime was derived by stepping the lifetime through a series of values around the optimum while allowing the other two parameters to reminimize χ 2 at each value. The lifetime values for which χ 2 is doubled on either side of the minimum provide an estimate for a one-standarddeviation uncertainty in the lifetime. Uncertainty resulting from inaccurate estimates of experimental parameters such as Er source temperature, laser beam profiles, and imaging magnification was examined by conducting additional minimizations with variations in these parameters. In all cases the observed lifetime variations were far smaller than the onestandard deviation uncertainty obtained as described above. Fig. 4 shows the measured fluorescence decays and best fit models for the 841 nm line, where three nominal detector positions were sampled: 0 mm, 7.5 mm and 20 mm, as measured in the direction of atom beam propagation from the approximate center of the laser beam. We note that in the fitting process, these detector positions required correction by an offset of 2.5 mm. Based on these measurements, the best-fit lifetime was found to be 20 ± 4 μs. Fig. 5 shows similar results for the 631 nm line, where measurements were conducted at 0 mm, 2.5 mm, 5 mm, and 7.5 mm (these values required an offset correction of 3.5 mm during the fitting). The result of this set of measurements is a lifetime of 5.6 ± 1.4 μs.
Calculations
In order to estimate the transition rate of the 1299 nm line, we carried out calculations of the atomic structure of Er I with the relativistic Hartree-Fock code of Cowan [28] 3 . We used a scale factor of 0.80 for the direct and exchange internal electrostatic interactions, 1.00 for the internal spin-orbit interactions, and 0.90 for the configuration interactions. These are scale factors commonly used for calculations of rare earth structures. They qualitatively reproduce the low observed levels of Er I very well. These calculations produced a transition rate of Γ = 13 s -1 for the 1299 nm line. This corresponds to a lifetime of 75 ms and an extremely narrow linewidth of 2.1 Hz. This long lifetime results from the fact that the 1299 nm level has more than 85% quintet character and thus does not combine well with the 4f 2 (15/2, 5/2) 6 o by electric quadrupole or magnetic dipole radiation would not be comparable in rate with the calculated electric dipole rate. However, the calculated rates for the E2 and M1 transitions are much lower than the electric dipole rate for the transition to the ground state, so these transitions are not a factor for the present purpose.
To estimate the uncertainty of our calculated lifetime, we performed a series of calculations in which the scale factors were varied over large ranges. We found that the lifetime for 1299 nm was relatively insensitive to the scale factors for the internal interactions, but was highly sensitive to the scale factor for configuration interaction (CI). If we allow for an uncertainty of ±0.10 in the CI scale factor, we obtain an uncertainty in the transition rate of ±7 s -1 . Our value for the transition rate of the 1299 nm lines is thus 13 ± 7 s -1 . It should be mentioned that our calculation yields lifetimes for the 841 nm, 631 nm, 583 nm, and 401 nm levels of 22 µs, 4.5 µs, 0.61 µs, and 4.0 ns, respectively. These values are in fairly good agreement with the experimental values, suggesting that the calculation is capturing most of the essential physics for this atom. Table 1 summarizes the five J → J + 1 laser cooling transitions that we have identified in Er. Using the present lifetime measurements for the 841 nm and 631 nm lines, the calculation for the 1299 nm line, and the literature values for the other transitions, we are able to fill out the table with relevant laser cooling parameters [22] . The saturation intensity 
Results
describe similar limits for sub-Doppler cooling (m is the atomic mass and k B is Boltzmann's constant).
Several interesting features of laser cooling in Er are evident from Table 1 . On the 401 nm line, the capture velocity is quite large, making this a good transition for capturing atoms from a thermal source. At the same time, the recoil velocity for this transition is quite small. Significantly, the recoil velocity is smaller than the capture limit for the 841 nm line, suggesting the possibility of very efficient capture of atoms with the 401 nm line followed by transfer to cooling with the 841 nm line. Once atoms are trapped and cooled with the 841 nm line, attaining temperatures near the recoil limit of 80 nK with simple polarization gradient cooling becomes possible. This recoil temperature is much lower than that found in other narrowband-cooling atoms (the Ca limit is ≈3 μK [11] , the Sr limit is 230 nK, and the Yb limit is 180 nK), and hence record low laser cooling temperatures might be obtainable with Er.
Because the recoil velocity for the 1299 nm line is larger than its capture velocity, simple laser cooling with this transition alone is not practical. However, the capture range can be increased by artificial broadening mechanisms such as quenching the transition with other lasers [11, 12] or modulating the laser frequency [14] . Even if laser cooling is not performed on this line, though, it can be put to use for several interesting applications. Since the recoil velocity on this transition is smaller than the capture velocity for the 841 nm transition, it should be feasible to use this transition to interrogate atoms while they are simultaneously or periodically recooled on the 841 nm line. This suggests the possibility of high-accuracy atomic frequency standards that take advantage of the narrow linewidth of the 1299 nm transition. Furthermore, if the atoms are optically pumped into the stretched state with circularly polarized light, an effective two-level system can be attained with a long coherence time governed by the lifetime of the 1299 nm state. This fact, combined with the fact that the wavelength of this transition is in a common telecommunications band, suggests possibilities for quantum cryptography and quantum information processing.
We have discussed new laser cooling opportunities for Er, and have presented new measurements and calculations of the lifetimes for three laser-accessible 1 J J → + transitions. Together with existing literature values for two other laser-accessible transitions, these lifetimes fill out an array of practical laser cooling opportunities spanning lifetimes from 5.8 ns to 75 ms and wavelengths from 401 nm to 1299 nm. Such a variety of laser cooling choices is not found in any other atom. Together with erbium's large ground-state magnetic moment and heavy mass, these choices should provide a wealth of opportunities for new laser cooling physics and applications.
